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About Top 100 Chinese Restaurant 
Award 

From urban takeouts to neighborhood diners, from 
suburban buffets to high-end restaurants, Chinese 
cuisine has become a fixture of the American daily 
dining scene. On an average day, the Americans 
consume two and half million (2,500,000) meals 
prepared in Chinese restaurants collectively. The 
Chinese Restaurant industry is grossing over $25 
billion annual sales with 46,756 Chinese eateries 
in the U.S. Chinese restaurant locations have 
outnumbered the top three American fast food 
chains combined. With a history of 150 years in the 
making, Chinese food is as American as an apple pie.

In each past year, Chinese Restaurant News ranked 
the Top 100 Chinese Restaurants. The Overall 
Excellence award signifies the highest honor of the 
competition, which is open to all Chinese restaurants 
in USA, Canada, and Australia.  Par ticipating 
restaurants include newly established restaurants, 
seasoned restaurants, chain restaurants and past 
award winners. Check out more than 2,000 past 
winners and current candidates in all 50 states, at 
www.Top100ChineseRestaurants.com

This year, Chinese Restaurant Foundation is honored 
to take over the organizer baton, and becomes the 
host of the prestigious annual ranking competition 
of the Top 100 Chinese Restaurant Awards. To qualify 
for the competition’s highest honor—the Overall 
Excellence award, restaurants must have been in 

business a minimum of 2 years, have at least 50% 
of their menu items recognized as historically 
Chinese, and have earned positive industry, media, 
or customer recognition. Qualified restaurants 
then undergo a rigorous evaluation by professional 
Mystery Diners with scores added to customer 
ratings. Selected from thousands of candidates, 
winning restaurants demonstrate high standards of 
cuisine, décor, cleanliness, and service.    

About Chinatown Buffet 

During the 9th Annual Top 100 Chinese Restaurants 

in North America and Australia Awards ceremony 
recently held at the Chinese Restaurant Foundation 
Center in Newark, California, in this February, 2013, 
Chinatown Buffet received recognition as one of the 
Top 100 Chinese Restaurants in USA in the category 
of “ Top 100 Overall Excellence” and “ Top 100 
Local Favorite”. It also gained the “Top 100 Overall 
Excellence” award both in 2010 and 2011, “Top 100 
Chinese Buffet” in 2007 and 2009.

Presented by Chinese Restaurant News, a national 
trade publication of the Chinese food industry, the 
Top 100 Awards set the standard for excellence, 
aiming to present the very best of Asian cuisine, 
which has become a part of America’s daily dining 
scene. 

Taking up 7,000 square feet, Chinatown Buffet can 
seat hundreds of diners. Boasting five main buffet 
bars, including over one hundred palatable dishes 
that can be scooped up , there is also an area of the 
dining room that is cordoned off and functions as its 
own party space. The food at Chinatown is refined 
American Chinese and perfectly combines East and 
West. In addition to the main entrees, freshly made 
dim sum, and seafood items are available at the 
buffet bars. The menu is bound to appeal to all types 
of food lovers.

Treat yourself and your family to a superb dining 
experience at this award-winning restaurant. It is 
among our nation’s finest and you will certainly be 
glad you did! 

CHINATOWN BUFFET HOUSE SPECIALTY

GENERAL TSO’S CHICKEN 

General Tso's Chicken, a combination of quick fried chicken and vegetables, along with 

delectable hints of ginger and garlic, is a menu staple in most American-Chinese restaurants. 

This well-known entrée is considered as a symbol of “Americanized” Chinese food, a common 

yet popular o�ering in most Chinese restaurants. While the chef gives this plebeian munch a 

sweet yet not too overpowering twist, which goes down well with the customers. 

HONEY CHICKEN  

This one is a versatile dish that perfectly blends the tender chicken chunks and the sweet and 

tangy �avor. The well-prepared chicken meat is dressed with a layer of cornstarch to give a 

crunchy bite and then glazed with mayonnaise and honey, which is sure to please the taste 

buds of diners. It is easy to cook, low on calories and can be served with bread and soup, rotis 

or as a sumptuous snack. 

CHICKEN WITH BROCCOLI 

It is prepared with bite-sized bits of lightly battered chicken slices that are melded with 

the fresh flavors of broccoli. This common dish is also a harmonious combination of local 

ingredients to make the taste stronger but never overpowering.

Location: 1071 N Dupont Hwy., Dover, DE 19901
Year of establishment: 1996 

Winner Stars in Delaware State News 6 Years in a row!
Best & Large Bu�et in Dover!

Top100 Chinese Bu�et In the USA  

CHINATOWN BUFFET
Phone: 302-678-8868

O�ers: Bu�et & Take-out 
Chinese, American & Japanese Food

www.chinatownbu�et168.com

CHINATOWN BONSAI IN 
CHINATOWN BUFFET

MINI CHINATOWN

When you step inside Chinatown Bu�et in North Dover, Delaware you enter a miniature 

replica of the China you may not have visited in the flesh. Here, the culture and history 

of the land is represented everywhere. Mr. Shi, a very experienced restaurateur, was very 

picky about each detail when decorating Chinatown at the start in 1996. The abstract stone 

quarry that sits in the center of the entrance are similar to the stones that can be found in 

southern China in the province of Guangxi. These massive rock formations are dredged out 

of the river and left in their raw forms to be displayed in restaurants, homes and museums 

for their natural beauty. Fish swim in a pond underneath the rocks as a water fountain adds 

life giving vitality to the structure. This is also considered good fortune in any business — a 

structure with �uid liquid indicates that money will pour forth and continue to stream into 

the owner's hands. 

Potted plants grace the hallway. A large crystal pendant lamp hangs in the center of the 

bu�et bars creating a colorama with neon lights. Mr. Shi has renovated Chinatown three 

times since it's founding. The quest for improved upgrades o�ers regular loyal customers 

as well as newbies, a fresh perspective. Mr. Shi likes to keep up with the times while 

maintaining a sense of Chinese esthetic.

The 7,000 square feet holds hundreds of diners. There are �ve main bu�et bars. While there 

is no private room for parties, an area of the dining room is cordoned o� and functions as 

its own party space. It can accommodate 120 festive participants. 

EASTERN & WESTERN TWISTS

While over one hundred palatable dishes can be scooped up from the over�owing bu�et 

bars, the food at Chinatown is re�ned American Chinese with a meeting of the minds: east 

and west. In addition to the main entrees, freshly made dim sum, seafood such as King 

Crab's leg and soft shell crabs and salad are available at the bu�et bars. 

The menu is bound to appeal to all types of food lovers, however the main taste 

Chinatown's customers go for is sweet. Chicken w. Broccoli is the main attraction for many 

visitors who speci�cally drive from far reaches of the state. Tourists come here to eat this 

one for its notoriety. Mr. Shi adds, “The taste of Chicken with Broccoli is quite di�erent from 

what many have tried before.” “The texture is very unique based on our special marinating 

process.” “Believe it or not, it is our number one seller of all signature dishes” boasts the 

owner. 

Amongst other popular dishes are General Tso’ Chicken, Honey Chicken and Fried Cheese 

Wonton.  Teriyaki Chicken is considered authentic and tasty by many Japanese customers.

Mr. Shi tells ARN, “Usually each dish will have to pass my strict test prior to serving it at the 

bu�et bars.” “I have to be satis�ed, and only then can it be served up for customers.” 

“I need to make sure that all of our dishes are of the highest quality at all times” states the 

owner aggressively. Because of Mr. Shi's keen sense and strict monitoring of each step in 

the preparation process, Chinatown has been able to consistently reach a level of food 

quality unparalleled elsewhere. 

A prerequisite to creating upscale dishes is freshness. Mr. Shi informs us “we purchase 

provisions on a daily basis and use only the highest quality ingredients. We know our 

purveyors and are able to pick and choose what is suitable. We do not store fresh goods in 

order to lower our food costs. That would diminish our purpose and lower our standards," 

he adds for good measure.

PERFORMANCE LINKED TO CUSTOMER SERVICE

Perhaps restaurateurs take it for granted that the 'customer is king' yet don't always act 

upon that catchphrase. In any business it is blatantly apparent that performance is linked 

to customer service for without the customers there is nothing to measure — from pro�ts 

to service. At Chinatown, service is directly linked to overall performance. They stress 

that a customer's �rst impression is based on the quality of service. Their impressions will 

determined whether they return or not. Mr. Shi is proud to admit that his staff — from 

waitresses to chefs, are fully imbued with a sense of the importance of service. 

Service also extends to how the dining, kitchen and rest room areas appear. Every where 

there is a feeling of uncluttered space, from tabletops to spaces within the restaurant. 

The carpeted floor is a good as new. Utensils are shiny and spotless. The bathroom, like 

everywhere else in the restaurant is cleaned three times a day.

Food quality control is the number one priority for Mr. Shi. While this is a management 

decision it lies in the domain of customer service. If food quality is down customers will 

leave in droves. Food quality is maintained through education of staff. In a restaurant 

as large as Chinatown individuals cannot work solo. The owner encourages teamwork. 

The sta� need teams to accomplish their tasks and to remain competitive says Mr. Shi. 

Cooperation is imperative for  success. The staff need to agree to work in the same 

direction. Yet Mr. Shi is open to new ideas for improvement and seeks suggestions from 

his sta�. 

ASSERTIVENESS WINS THE DAY

Before coming to America in 1988, Mr. Shi owned a restaurant on the mainland. He 

understood the opportunities in the States to be greater than in China at the time so he 

made his move stimulated by this promising vision. Once here, he immediately began 

working in a Chinese restaurant. A mere twelve months later he established a take-out, 

analyzing “with my experience it was a good platform to begin doing business here.”

With his trademark gumption he aggressively built �ve restaurants over the next decade 

and in 1996 opened the enormous Chinatown Bu�et. By this time he had a loyal following 

in Dover.

One of the main factors for his success as he repeatedly says throughout this article is food 

quality. Another factor is management of a team. By contributing their utmost with all 

their e�orts Mr. Shi believes the team plays an instrumental role in pushing the restaurant 

further towards lasting success. He trusts that customers when treated like VIP's, will return 

to the fold adding that last dash of sweetness to the mix by making Chinatown a pro�table 

enterprise.

ALL YOU CAN EAT!
ALL DAY BUFFET


